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1. OPENING AND INTRODUCTIONS 
Jim Newsom called the Lubricants Committee Standards meeting to order and invited 
attendees to introduce themselves. Attendees were also asked to sign the attendance 
roster (see Attachment 1). 
 
Following the introductions, Mr. Newsom announced that PetroCanada has joined API 
and Luc Girard will represent the company as its voting member on the API Lubricants 
Committee. 
 
Committee members then made and seconded a motion to approve the minutes from 
the May 2, 2006, Lubricants Committee Standards meeting. The committee approved 
the minutes without emendation. 
 
2. REVIEW OF ACTION ITEMS FROM MAY 2, 2006 STANDARDS MEETING 
Kevin Ferrick reviewed the status of the action items from the May Standards meeting. 
Specific information related to the action items is included [in bold]. 
 

 API will convene a task force to investigate establishing a licensing program for 
emergent countries. [Remains open] 

 API will revisit a draft survey on “C” category oils intended to measure oil 
specifications recommended by diesel engine manufacturers. The Diesel Engine Oil 
Advisory Panel will be asked to comment on the survey. [DEOAP has asked for the 
survey to be distributed] 

 API will schedule a conference call to discuss further DaimlerChrysler’s request to 
license oils against the ACEA C3 specification. [Completed] 

 Chris Engel will provide additional detail and background information on 
DaimlerChrysler’s request. [Completed] 

 Jim Newsom will discuss further with members of the Lubricants Committee the idea 
of licensing oils against obsolete API categories. [Remains open] 

 API will prepare a detailed ILMA audit program plan for review by the API Lubricants 
Committee. [Completed] 

 David Smith will evaluate the Lubricants Committee’s suggestions related to CCS, 
MRV, HTHS, and shear stability for inclusion in the final plan. [Completed] 

 David Smith will meet with an industry statistician to confirm the appropriateness of 
the API 1509 and expanded ranges for the AMAP tests. [Completed} 



 Kevin Ferrick will have the yield stress values added to the AMAP test reports. 
[Completed] 

 Kevin Ferrick and David Smith will consult with the ASTM task force responsible for 
D874 and provide a recommendation to the Lubricants Committee. [Completed] 

 API will arrange a conference call to resolve the comments and one disapprove that 
resulted from the April 28 Lubricants Committee ballot. [Completed] 

 Lubricants Committee members should review the draft GF-5 Needs Statement and 
forward comments to Hannah Murray at hannah.murray@tema.toyota.com. 
[Completed] 

 Kevin Ferrick will provide more information on international oils licensed by API. [To 
be provided at Spring Standards Meeting] 

 Jim Newsom will send a letter to the Chairs of the ASTM PCEOCP and HDEOCP 
asking the panels to review the testing redundancy data being prepared by the ACC 
PAPTG work group.  [Completed] 

 
3. API CATEGORY ISSUES 
Next Steps for Light-Duty Diesel Category: Kevin Ferrick reported that ILSAC was 
awaiting input from the Engine Manufacturers Association (EMA) before providing a 
draft needs statement or specification for an ILSAC light-duty diesel category. 
Lubricants Committee members responded that adding a test or tests to the ACEA 
C2/C3 specifications being considered by ILSAC would likely delay any implementation 
of a light-duty diesel API category. Kevin Ferrick showed Jim Newsom’s October 11, 
2006, letter to ILSAC that detailed the Lubricants Committee’s position on development 
of a light-duty diesel category (see Attachment 2). 
 
After some discussion, members suggested two action items: Mike McMillan should ask 
ILSAC to provide some type of update on their request for a light-duty diesel category 
and API should ask DaimlerChrysler to reaffirm their request for a category based on 
ACEA C3. 
 
ACTIONS: 

 Mike McMillan will ask ILSAC to provide some type of update on their request 
for a light-duty diesel category. 

 API will ask DaimlerChrysler to reaffirm their request for a category based on 
ACEA C3. 

 
Members also discussed the process that would be used to develop a light-duty diesel 
category. This discussion concluded with the suggestion that the Light-Duty Diesel 
Work Group responsible for developing a process resume their efforts. Kevin Ferrick 
agreed to restart the group’s deliberations. 
 
ACTION: The work group charged with developing a light-duty diesel category 
development process will resume their efforts to draft a process. 
 
Sequence VIII Status: Ben Weber reported that the problems associated with a new 
batch of bearings manufactured for Sequence VIII testing that prevented labs from 
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referencing stands has been resolved. Test labs should now be in a position to 
reference their stands and resume testing. Ben Weber also noted that issues related to 
storage of the bearings had been addressed. Bearings are now being stored in a PAO 
that is monitored for lead increase. 
 
4. ILMA TASK FORCE PROGRESS REPORT 
Kevin Ferrick updated the Lubricants Committee on the efforts of the ILMA Ethics Task 
Force, describing the process to be followed and the testing proposed. His presentation 
is included under Attachment 3. Members discussed the process proposed and agreed 
development work should continue, but some expressed concerns about API ‘s 
involvement. The committee added that they wanted to understand better the 
agreements that will govern the system proposed. Jim Newsom closed the discussion 
by assigning himself an action item to explore the merits of the proposed system with 
the API Office of General Counsel. 
 
ACTION: Jim Newsom will explore the merits of the ILMA system with the API 
Office of General Counsel. 
 
5. AFTERMARKET AUDIT PROGRAM WORK GROUP 
David Smith reviewed the proposed plan for updating AMAP developed by the 
Aftermarket Audit Program Work Group (see plan under Attachment 4). The majority of 
the discussion focused on the recommended changes to CCS, HTHS, and NOACK 
detailed on slide 4. Members expressed concerns about the ranges proposed, noting 
that in recent round-robin testing reproducibility on CCS doubled. Members also 
debated the origin of the original acceptance ranges for ICP. Some recalled that a task 
group led by Alex Shuetenberg recommended the original ranges, but no one on the 
committee could remember any other details related to that effort. 
 
Discussion on the issue closed with a motion to forward the proposed changes to AMAP 
for consideration by the Interindustry Advisory Group (IAG). Members seconded and 
unanimously approved the motion [12 for, 0 against, 0 abstain]. Kevin Ferrick agreed to 
forward the presentation to the IAG for review and schedule an IAG conference call. 
 
ACTIONS: 

 Kevin Ferrick will forward the presentation on updating AMAP to the IAG for 
review. 

 Kevin Ferrick will schedule an IAG conference call. 
 
6. BOI/VGRA UPDATE 
BOI/VGRA Chair John Rosenbaum updated the committee on the latest efforts of the 
Task Force (see Attachment 5). At their meeting on October 24, task force members 
recognized that changes to the VGRA guidelines adopted for API CJ-4 tests did not 
include guidelines for the Mack T-11A. Guidelines for the Mack T-10A should have been 
carried forward for the T-11A. To address this omission, the task force recommended 
that the Lubricants Committee issue an expedited letter ballot with a two-week 
turnaround to carry forward the T-10A guidelines to the T-11A. A motion was made, 



seconded and unanimously approved [12 for, 0 against, 0 abstain] to issue an expedited 
ballot. 
 
Mr. Rosenbaum also briefed the committee on the task force’s efforts to revise the 
Appendix E tables to make them more easily understood. A sample of a revised table is 
included in slide 5 of Attachment 5. The task force is also considering improvements to 
the single technology matrix process and continues to monitor the new saturates test 
under consideration by ASTM.  
 
7. ILSAC/OIL COMMITTEE REPORT 
Timeline: Kevin Ferrick reported that the GF-5 timeline had been revised to 
accommodate delays in the development of the Sequence VID test. First licensing for 
GF-5 is now planned for third quarter 2010. The timeline is included as Attachment 6. 
 
Reaction to Comment on Needs Statement: ILSAC responded to the API Lubricants 
Committee that it could not supply the information on 2011 model year equipment that 
the committee requested at the September 28 ILSAC/Oil meeting. A copy of the ILSAC 
response is included as Attachment 7. 
 
The committee discussed the ILSAC response and offered a number of comments: 

 API needs to understand what types of engines will be on the road in 2011. 

 API also needs to understand in what ways oils meeting GF-4 performance cannot 
meet 2011 requirements. 

 ILSAC’s help in identifying suitable information on 2011 model year vehicles 
available in the public domain would facilitate GF-5 discussions. Are JD Powers and 
Kline the type of market information suppliers that ILSAC/Oil considers as valid? 

 Alternatively, the members of ILSAC might consider supplying information 
individually on engines expected by 2011. This information could be collated, coded, 
and summarized for consideration by ILSAC/Oil. 

 If ILSAC cannot estimate production information, perhaps other types of information 
from ILSAC members could be substituted. Summary information on the anticipated 
prevalence of technologies like turbochargers, gasoline direct injected engines, and 
alternative fuel capable engines would be welcome. 

 
At the conclusion of the discussion, the Lubricants Committee agreed that these 
comments should be shared with ILSAC at the ILSAC/Oil meeting on November 21. 
 
ACTION: Kevin Ferrick will circulate the talking points for review by the 
Lubricants Committee, and the API/ACC representatives to ILSAC/Oil will present 
the points at the November 21 ILSAC/Oil meeting in Detroit. 
 
8. EOLCS UPDATE 
Kevin Ferrick provided an update on EOLCS. His presentation is included as 
Attachment 8. 
 



9. NEXT LUBRICANTS COMMITTEE MEETING 
The Spring Lubricants Committee Standards Meeting is tentatively planned for May 1, 
2007, in Houston. 
 


